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ABSTRACT
Decision-making is one of the basic cognitive processes of human behaviors by
which a preferred option or a course of action is chosen from among a set of alternatives
based on certain criteria. Decision-making is the thought process of selecting a logical
choice from the available options. When trying to make a good decision, all the positives
and negatives of each option should be evaluated. This decision-making process is
particularly challenging during the preparation of a construction schedule, where it is
difficult for a human to analyze all possible outcomes of each and every situation because,
construction of a project is performed in a real time environment with real time events
which are subject to change at any time. The development of a construction schedule
requires knowledge of the construction process that takes place to complete a project. Most
of this knowledge is acquired through years of work/practical experiences. Currently,
working professionals and/or students develop construction schedules without the
assistance of a decision support system (that provides work/practical experiences captured
in previous jobs or by other people). Therefore, a scheduling decision support expert
system will help in decision-making by expediting and automating the situation analysis to
discover the best possible solution. However, the algorithm/framework needed to develop
such a decision support expert system does not exist so far.
Thus, the focus of my research is to develop a computational framework for a webbased expert system that helps the decision-making process during the preparation of a
construction schedule. My research to develop a new computational framework for
construction scheduling follows an action research methodology. The main foundation
components for my research are scheduling techniques (such as: Job Shop Problem), pathii

finding techniques (such as: travelling salesman problem), and rule-based languages (such
as JESS). My computational framework is developed by combining these theories. The
main contribution of my dissertation to computational science is the new scheduling
framework, which consists of a combination of scheduling algorithms that is tested with
construction scenarios. This framework could be useful in more areas where automatic job
and/or task scheduling is necessary.
Keywords: construction scheduling, algorithms, expert system, automation.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
In the field of construction, project schedule is a vital part that helps project
managers to efficiently plan the development of a project. Project schedule not only
includes the timeframe for each activity, but also the management of resources like costs,
labor, machines etc. Scheduling consists of integrating a plan within the time-period and
assigning time durations and resources to each task. A schedule lists the sequence of tasks
to be completed. Project managers use the schedule to determine when and how many
workers, materials, and equipment are needed. The research for my dissertation on
developing a computational framework for a construction scheduling decision support web
based expert system is grounded mainly on these following four areas (figure 1):
1.

Project/Construction Scheduling

2.

Jess Expert System

3.

Scheduling Algorithms

4.

Building Information Modeling

Figure 1 Frameworks and focus of research
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1.1 Project Scheduling
Planning and scheduling are very important parts of a project in construction
management. Scheduling of a project in construction is to make the final work plan fit to
the time scale. In particular, it describes the durations and the order of the construction
activities that are temporally consistent. A construction project schedule is one of the most
important tools for project managers in the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction
(AEC) industry that helps them to track and manage the time, cost, and quality of the
projects. Developing project schedules is difficult, since it is heavily dependent on project
planner’s knowledge of work packages, on-the-job-experience, planning capability and
oversight [5]. Scheduling of a project is a very critical tool to monitor the project daily, and
to keep a track of the project’s progress [10]. Project/construction schedules should be
executed based on the criteria that are most important for construction project effectiveness
(especially time-cost relation). Irrespective of how construction project is attained, duration
and cost are two of the many key factors determining project's economic efficiency and
fulfillment of the owner's needs and requirements [8]. Maintaining a construction project
schedule is one of the most important parts of a project. A properly executed construction
schedule can help manage materials, labor and equipment. A schedule lists the sequence in
which tasks should be completed. Project managers and contractors use the construction
schedule to determine the availability of the resources and manage them accordingly. Most
of the schedulers make a construction schedule based on their experience gained from
previous projects. Construction schedules are required to determine the quantity of
resources required for a project [27]. Construction engineers and managers are usually
more inclined to focus on the project cost, but not duration, especially when reduction of
2

the project duration requires additional usage of resources. Resources are the most
influential constraints in construction as they determine the feasibility of a project schedule
and help evaluate if it is optimal. The selection of resources (labor and equipment) is the
most important part of scheduling and should be considered in compliance with site
restrictions and the work to be undertaken [8]. As projects are unique in nature, the creation
of a schedule for construction tasks by a planner, for example, should consider an array of
conditions such as technological and organizational methods and constraints, as well as the
availability of resource to ensure that a client’s needs and requirements in terms of time,
cost and quality are met [8]. Construction scheduling is mainly about optimally sequencing
activities over time and allocating resources accordingly. Allocating more resources
reduces the project duration but may increase the project cost at the same time. Activity
dependency, time, cost and resources are the constraints normally considered when
scheduling under the auspices of traditional project management. Activity dependency or
precedence relationship is the most basic constraint that exists in construction projects. In
a construction process, an activity cannot start until all its precedence activities are
completed. Irrespective of how construction project is attained, duration and cost are the
two of the many key factors determining project's economic efficiency and fulfillment of
the owner's needs and requirements [8]. The construction schedule also communicates
means and methods, as well as planned sequences and timing for a project. The key
processes that are common in all scheduling techniques include planning, controlling, and
managing. The scheduling process provides the contractor with a more thorough and
structured planning process while they review the plans and determine the sequence for
building the project [44]. A proper scheduling system also helps us achieve high efficiency
3

and complete the project in a reasonable timeframe and within the budget. Main part of
project management is properly managing resources to complete tasks efficiently, on
schedule, and on budget [40]. Scheduling resources that include people, equipment, or
facilities is often a complex task. Availability of resources can help in making flexible
schedules. Based on the resources, we can have an estimate of cost and deadlines [40].
Lack of resources/inadequate resources may result in resource overloading. Realistic
construction activities/schedule cannot be developed without considering resources [14].
1.2 Scheduling Algorithms
We

now

discuss

some

of

the

classic

computational

problems

in

scheduling/planning, viz., Traveling Salesman Problem and Job Shop Problem. We
leverage these problems to model various components of the construction-scheduling
problem.
1.2.1 Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)
It is a mathematical problem that involves a salesman who must make a tour to a
number of cities using the shortest path available and visit each city exactly once and return
to the original starting city. It is a classic algorithmic problem in the field of computer
science that focuses on optimization. It is also considered as one of the most intensively
studied problems in computational mathematics [46]. TSP optimization algorithm has
several applications such as planning, logistics, the manufacture of microchips and DNA
sequencing, vehicle routing, order picking from warehouses [33].
Although, some research was done in applications of TSP in Construction
management such as the one shown in Table 1, to the knowledge of the researchers no in-
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depth experimental research has been done in implementing TSP for construction
scheduling.
Table 1 Sample Applications of TSP in Construction Management
Application

Description

Handling

Optimal scheduling of crane operations not only has direct cost

Operations

savings, but also results in indirect cost saving by minimizing the

with Tower

idle time of equipment and crew on the job site as well as the

Cranes

downstream delays in the job process. [47]

Construction

TSP solution can be of tremendous help while laying out a path to

of roads

start the construction of roads connecting multiple cities. It provides
the most efficient route to follow the construction and cover each
city with minimal wastage of time and resources. [28].

1.2.2 The Job Shop Problem (JSP)
Job Shop Problem is a common scheduling problem technique, in which multiple
jobs are processed on several machines. Each job consists of a sequence of tasks, which
must be performed in a given order and each task must be processed on a specific machine.
This scheduling technique comes with the following constraints. [40]
1.

No task for a job can be started until the previous task for that job is
completed.

2.

A machine can only work on one task at a time.

3.

A task, once started, must run to completion.

5

There are two types of constraints for the job shop problem [41]:
1) Conjunctive constraints — these arise from the condition that for any two
consecutive tasks in the same job, the first task must be completed before
the second task can be started.
2) Disjunctive constraints — these arise from the restriction that a machine
cannot work on two tasks at the same time.
1.3 Expert Systems
The concept of expert systems was initially developed by Professor Edward
Feigenbaum in the 1970s. Development of expert systems has been revolutionary in many
industries like financial services, telecommunications, healthcare, customer service,
transportation, video games, manufacturing, and aviation [18]. Usually, an expert system
integrates a knowledge base containing accrued experience with a rule engine. A rule
engine is a computer program that performs a certain task based on a certain situation
described in the program. Expert systems have been revolutionizing the research and
development of every field of research for several decades. Expert system is one of the
extended research domains of artificial intelligence. An expert system is a software
program that uses artificial intelligence techniques and databases of expert knowledge to
offer advice or make decisions. An expert system applies a set of rules to each particular
situation mentioned in the program and gives the output accordingly [37]. The expert
system systematically reviews its knowledge to find the specific conditions that will satisfy
the problem statement. This ability to review a collection of information and draw
conclusions about stated problems is what makes the expert system different from
traditional data intensive computer programs [14]. Expert systems generate solutions for
6

complex and difficult problems by reasoning about knowledge. These systems are designed
mainly using IF-THEN structures instead of regular practical codes [35]. The initial
development of the expert systems occurred in the 1970s and then became more mature in
the 1980s [16]. Expert systems incorporate decision-making processes and can be
considered as the mechanization of human thinking. Expert Systems use various
methodologies that fall under the following categories: rule-based systems, knowledgebased systems, neural networks, fuzzy expert systems, object-oriented methodology, casebased reasoning, system architecture, intelligent agent systems, database methodology,
modeling, and ontology [31]. Expert systems use domain specific knowledge and heuristics
to perform many of the functions of a human expert. The components of expert systems
are: 1- The knowledge base; 2- the short-term memory; 3- the inference engine; 4- the
explanation module; and 5- the knowledge acquisition module [9, 41]. The following is a
brief description of each of the five expert system components adopted nearly verbatim
from [9, 41]:
1. The knowledge base: contains general information as well as heuristic
knowledge. For rule-based systems, this knowledge is represented in the
form of IF (condition) THEN (action) rules. Rules may be in the form of
situation/action, premise/conclusion or antecedent/consequent relationships
[9, 41].
2. The short-term memory: is a dynamic database that stores the temporary
facts [9, 41].
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3. The inference engine (or executor): is responsible for the execution of the
system through manipulation of the rule base and the short-term memory
[9, 41].
4. Explanation module: is not a separate entity [9, 41]. Every expert system
needs to explain reasoning behind its conclusions like:
i.

How it arrived at a specific decision?

ii.

Why an alternative decision was not reached?

iii.

How a piece of information was used or why the information was
ignored?

iv.

What decisions were made for the various sub-problems? and

v.

What are the current actions of the system?

5. The knowledge acquisition module: As the system is demonstrated and put
into practice, experts will contribute additional rules and suggestions to
augment the knowledge base. An expert system should be capable of adding
rules to the knowledge base in a simple and graceful fashion. [9, 41].
Expert systems may include having the power of a database management system
that is capable of efficient storage, processing, and retrieval of data. They may also include
the ability of a decision support system, which allows for efficient data analysis and trend
forecasting. By the use of collection of information, the expert systems will use knowledge,
experience and rules of thumb to solve the problems [7]. Expert systems provide high
quality experience, domain specific information, apply heuristics, and perform forward or
backward reasoning, accommodating uncertainty and explanation capability. For
information representation techniques, forward and backward chaining rules are used. An
8

expert system is developed to imitate the human expert’s decision-making ability in a
particular domain such as construction management or any other field of knowledge, where
there is a shortage of engineers that can comprehend or experts that can give advices and
explanations [16]
1.3.1 JESS Expert System:
JESS is a rule engine and scripting environment written entirely in Oracle's Java
language [21]. JESS uses an enhanced version of the Rete algorithm to process rules [6].
Rete algorithm is a very efficient mechanism for solving the difficult many-to-many
matching problem. A normal JESS program includes facts, rules, functions and template
(as shown in Figure 2). The following are the definitions/description of each of them:
• Rules: A JESS rule is something like an if... then statement in a procedural
language.
• Facts: a collection of knowledge nuggets used by the rules
• Template: A template describes the characteristics of the facts. Every fact has a
template. A template has a name and a set of slots.
• Functions: are a combination of operations and comments executed together.
Functions are defined in the JESS rule language using the ‘deffunction’ construct.

Figure 2 Structure of JESS Expert System program
9

1.4 BIM
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a 3D model-based process that equips
architecture, engineering, and construction professionals with the insight and tools to more
efficiently plan, design, construct, and manage buildings and infrastructure. BIM is a
digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility/project. It is a
shared knowledge resource for information about a facility/project forming a reliable basis
for decisions during its life cycle [11]. BIM data can also be seen as files, which can be
extracted, exchanged or networked to support decision-making regarding a building or
other built asset. BIM models not only contain architectural data, but the full depth of the
building information including data related to the different engineering disciplines such as
the load-bearing structures, all the ducts and pipes of the different building systems and
even sustainability information [22].
A construction project includes the physical activities requiring resources (such as
labor, materials and equipment), but more importantly it also includes the entire scope of
activities from conception to realization to successful execution of the project. In today’s
intensely time driven business environment, superior planning, scheduling, and controlling
are very important. The development of a construction schedule requires comprehensive
knowledge of the construction process that takes place to complete a project. Most of this
knowledge is acquired through years of work/practical experiences. The completion of
each project activity requires resources including equipment, materials and labor that can
be included in the construction schedule. A well-structured construction schedule
minimizes the idle time of available resources and ensures that all parts of the project are
completed on time and within the budget. Construction scheduling involves key aspects
10

such as organizing and controlling the resources, coordinating with different subcontractors, and directing the resources in the correct manner to finish the project.
Successful execution of the project involves the effective planning, scheduling and
management of resources. Planning and scheduling of activities and resources is one of the
most important tasks of a construction project. A properly prepared construction schedule
provides an opportunity to efficiently manage the project and to convey to stakeholders
how the construction company is planning to meet its obligations. However, preparing
good schedules is a time-consuming process. New innovative technologies might be the
key to develop a decision support system that could reduce the time needed to prepare a
good schedule. Decision support system is an application or a program that evaluates the
data and presents it to the user in a way that could be useful in the decision-making process.
Most of the decision support systems include an expert system, which is a computer
software that uses artificial intelligence to match the decision-making ability/thinking of a
human expert.

11

CHAPTER II - BACKGROUND
An Expert System can be defined as an interactive and reliable computer-based
decision-making system which uses both facts and heuristics to solve complex decisionmaking problems. Expert systems may include having the power of a database management
system that is capable of efficient storage, processing, and retrieval of data. They may also
include the ability of a decision support system, which allows for efficient data analysis
and trend forecasting. By the use of collection of information, the expert systems will use
knowledge, experience and rules of thumb to solve the problems [24]. Expert system
mainly relies on the knowledge base of an expert and the inference/rule engine.
Telecommunication, financial services, healthcare, transportation, manufacturing and
aviation are some of the fields where expert systems are in extensive use [48]. Knowledgebased expert systems are programs that can undertake intelligent tasks that are usually
performed by highly skilled people. Expert systems use domain specific knowledge and
heuristics to perform many of the functions of a human expert. In construction, the expert
system allows the user to model the time-cost relationship of the tasks.
Expert systems in constructing industry have been evolving since 1980s. There are
numerous theories on decision making in construction projects and several expert systems
are deployed in construction industry. Below are some of the expert systems in the
construction industry that are active [4].
•

COMIX is a rule and frame based expert system, which provides
suggestions on the design of normal weight concrete mixes. This system
calculates the amount of cement by suggesting water/cement ratio from a

12

specified strength. Finally, the volume of coarse aggregate and sand is
calculated and displayed by the system [2].
•

BETVAL is an expert system whose main function is to help the
construction site staff for selecting the type of fresh concrete ordered from
the ready-mix concrete plant. This system is mainly based on the knowledge
of appropriate concreting techniques, compressive strength class, selecting
maximum size aggregate and concrete consistency based on type of
structure [31].

•

BIDEX is a rule based expert system, which gives suggestions on the design
of bid decision. Construction contractors use this expert system for making
bid decision [8].

•

AMADEUS rule-based expert system is designed for assisting building
inspectors during emergency post-earthquake damage assessment. The
system records field inspection data and makes recommendations
concerning the safety of buildings that have been subjected to earthquake
damage [1].

These are just a few of the known expert systems that are being actively used in the
field of construction. However, none of these expert systems are designed to develop a
schedule automatically for a construction project.
2.1 Literature Review on Decision making Theories
Decision making process in construction projects is a struggling debate for project
managers because the decisions must be made based on the criteria that often conflict;
decisions need to be adjusted to the cultural, organizational, and social environments
13

surrounding projects, as these factors have direct impact on the development of the project
[46]. There are several theories and methods of decision making that were introduced to
the field of construction. Some of the known theories are listed below:
Game theory: As described by Nash, Game theory is the study of strategic
decision-making. Game theory is the study of mathematical models that can be
applied to describe the decision-making processes in innovation projects in which
multiple decision makers are involved. Game theory distinguishes various types of
theoretical models to describe decision situations that differ in the sequence of
actions, amount of information and type of pay-off: strategic games, extensive
games with perfect information, extensive games with imperfect information and
coalitional games. [14, 25]
Causal Decision Theory: Lewis described Causal Decision Theory as a theory that
endorses principles of rational choice that attend to an act's consequences and that
it is a branch of decision theory which advises an agent to take actions that
maximizes the causal consequences on the probability of desired outcomes. Causal
decision theory advises decision makers to make the decision with the best expected
causal consequences. Contrary to Evidential Decision Theory, Causal Decision
Theory focuses on the causal relations between one’s actions and its outcomes,
instead of focusing on which actions provide evidences for desired outcomes. [35]
Evidential decision theory: Egan stated that evidential decision is a branch of
decision theory [21], which advises an agent to take actions, which are, conditional
on it happening, maximizes the chances of the desired outcome. ED theory,
contrary to causal decision theory, believes the best option conditional on having
14

chosen it is the one with the best outcome. Evidential decision theory says that the
action that it’s rational to perform (ignoring the possibility of ties) is the one with
the greatest expected utility – the one such that your expectations for how the world
will turn out, conditional on your performing it, are greater than the expectations
conditional on performing some other action. [17]
REILP Approach: The civil and environmental decision-making processes are
plagued with uncertain, vague, and incomplete information. Interval linear
programming (ILP) is a widely applied mathematical programming method in
assisting civil and environmental decision making under uncertainty. Existing ILP
decision approach is found to be ineffective in generating operational schemes for
practical decision support due to a lack of linkage between decision risk and system
return [50]. The REILP (Risk Explicit Interval linear programming) explicitly
reflects the tradeoffs between risk and system return for a decision-making problem
under an interval type uncertainty environment. REILP approach can obtain crisp
solutions at each desired aspiration level or risk tolerance level, which can serve as
the basis of directly formulating implementation schemes. Therefore, the solution
is straightforward for decision maker to adopt and to make informed decisions with
explicit risk-reward tradeoff information. This offers significant advantage over
traditional ILP approach, which lacks the capability of providing quantitative
relationship between system performance and risk level. The solutions of the
REILP are feasible and are guaranteed to be optimal at different system return-risk
tolerance level. With the solutions explicitly relating system returns to risk levels,
decision makers are in a much more favorable condition to incorporate their own
15

insight and preferences in the decision-making process to generate effective
implementation schemes. [50]
Multiple Criteria Decision Aid (MCDA) Approach: MCDA is a sub-discipline
of operations research that explicitly considers multiple criteria in decision-making
environments. MCDA structure is important for dealing with typical kind of
problems like in the context where a project manager has to take into account
several, often contradictory, points of view when he/she is solving a decision
problem. Structuring complex problems well and considering multiple criteria
explicitly lead to more informed and better decisions. One important change that
organizations may experience when using MCDA for strategic decisions, is the use
of a value-focused framework to guide the decision-making process. This may help
both in aligning the strategic vision of the organization with its strategic objectives,
and in better scoping the strategic choices it is considering. [40]
Adaptive Interactive Simulation Framework / Interactive Construction
Decision Making Aid (ICDMA): Decision-making in construction projects
involves the management of multiple interrelated components such as site layout,
critical equipment resources, labor productivity, unexpected events, resource
allocation and rescheduling of activities. Uncertainty associated with each of these
quantities, and the evolving relationships between them within the constraints of
time and space are at the root of complexity in project management. Decisions
made in dynamic task environments must consider both immediate impacts and
long-term dynamic feedback. A decision strategy is defined as the guideline and
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direction that provide the basis for a family of decisions towards achieving a project
outcome. [47]
Five strategies that are defined and implemented in ICDMA:
i.

A control strategy to reflect baseline conditions. The control strategy aims
at completing the project by adhering closely to a baseline decision
sequence.

ii.

The crash strategy tries to crash the schedule to save time.

iii.

The reassign strategy aims to optimize the project by prioritizing activities
on the critical path.

iv.

The safety strategy aims at reducing the risks due to delayed material
delivery by ordering materials ahead.

v.

The catch-up strategy tries to catch up with the schedule when it falls
behind.

TOPSIS/ VIKOR methods: Contractors play a vital role in the overall
performance of a project. Selecting the right contractor for the right project is the
most crucial challenge for any construction client. Numerous and often conflicting
objectives and alternatives, such as tender price, completion date, and experience,
need to be considered. Increased project complexity and higher requirements have
demanded the use of multi-criteria decision-making methods for contractor
selection. So, two multi-criteria decision methods, the Technique for Order
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) and Vlsekriterijumska
Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) methods are applied to the
selection of a contractor. [43]
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a) The TOPSIS method determines a solution with the shortest distance to the
ideal solution and the greatest distance from the negative-ideal solution, but
it does not consider the relative importance of these distances.
The TOPSIS procedure consists of the following steps:
i.

Calculate the normalized decision matrix.

ii.

Calculate the weight normalized decision matrix.

iii.

Determine the positive ideal and negative ideal solution.

iv.

Calculate the separation measures, using the n-dimensional
Euclidean distance.

v.

Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution.

vi.

Rank the preference order.

b) The VIKOR method of compromise ranking determines a compromise
solution, closeness to the ideal, providing a maximum “group utility” for
the majority, and a minimum of an individual regret for the opponent. This
method focuses on ranking and selecting from a set of alternatives in the
presence of conflicting criteria. VIKOR is a helpful tool in multi-criteria
decision making, particularly in a situation where the decision maker is not
able or does not know to express his/her preference at the beginning of
system design. [36]
Bayesian theory: Bayesian theory is a probability theory used in decision-making.
Bayesian reasoning is a probabilistic extension of logic that enables reasoning with
propositions with either a true or false state. Bayesian logic is a branch of logic
applied to decision making and inferential statistics that deals with probability
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inference: using the knowledge of prior events to predict future events. Bayesian
probability theory provides a mathematical framework for performing inference, or
reasoning, using probability. [3]
Some algorithms were applied in the past to solve the problem of construction
scheduling. Several methods and analytical algorithms such as Critical Path Method
(CPM), Integer Programming (IP), Linear Programming (LP) and hybrid IP/LP algorithm
were applied to address the problem of construction scheduling optimization [44]. The
critical path method (CPM) is a widely used project scheduling algorithm that was
developed in the late 1950s [28]. It can be applied to any project with interdependent
activities, such as construction, aerospace engineering, software development, industrial
manufacturing. To date, CPM is the most commonly used scheduling tool in the
construction industry. Fundamentally, however, CPM can only deal with optimization
problems with a single objective. CPM is commonly used in conjunction with the Program
Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) [45]. Several efficient approaches for solving
the IP problems have been developed such as cutting-plane method, branch and bound
method, branch and cut method, and branch and price method [10]. In 1962, Fondahl
developed a precedence methodology as an alternative to CPM. The method provides an
effective manual process to determine a schedule instead of using a computer-based CPM
[20]. Dynamic programming is a mathematical method applicable for solving complex
optimization problems that can be broken down into some sub-problems. It is efficient for
solving those problems with overlapping sub-problems [13]. Numerous examples of
dynamic programming can be found in the construction engineering and management
literature. Another method is the heuristic method. Heuristic methods are based on the past
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experiences for problem solving. Metaheuristic method, Genetic Algorithm, Ant Colony
Optimization and Particle swarm optimization are some of the other algorithms used to
solve the problem of construction scheduling optimization.
All the above-mentioned research theories are directed/aimed towards improving
decision-making processes of different aspects in construction projects. Although,
significant research has been directed towards automating the process of construction
schedule using different techniques, algorithm, and tools, industry professionals still
prepare construction schedule using software that simply records the information entered,
which is a time-consuming process particularly for big projects. Furthermore, preparing
such a schedule requires expertise in construction planning and management, which is
gained through years of experience. Therefore, there is a need to automate this construction
scheduling process to save time and maintain construction expertise over time.
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CHAPTER III - PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Construction of projects face a continuing problem of delayed decision-making in
various aspects, especially in the segment of scheduling of tasks/jobs. Developing project
schedules is difficult, since it is heavily dependent on project planners’ knowledge of work
packages, on-the-job-experience, planning capability and oversight [19]. Even to this date,
schedules in construction are made manually, which consumes a lot of time. This hints at
the need for finding a way to make faster and efficient decisions in making schedules to
save time and production cost. Expert systems proved to be very efficient in the process of
controlling, scheduling and decision-making. Decision making in construction scheduling
plays an important role in finishing the construction projects within an optimum time.
Many expert systems related to construction management were developed to solve
problems including of construction site layout, construction risk identification, time and
cost estimation, and other construction-related issues [8]. As stated earlier, COMIX,
BETVAL, BIDEX, AMADEUS, Concrete Mix Designer, and EXPEAR are some of the
expert systems used in field of construction [4]. Though there are several expert systems
in practice for decision making in different aspects of construction, currently there is no
decision support expert system available (that captures the work/practical experiences) to
automate the process of scheduling that could assist working professionals and/or students
to develop a construction schedule. Hence, this research addresses the problem of manually
creating the schedules (which consumes lot of time) for construction tasks by automating
the process of making schedules with the use of a computational framework.
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3.1 Purpose Statement
The main purpose of this research is to address the issue of manual creation of
construction schedules, by developing a computational framework that could help in the
process of scheduling jobs/tasks automatically. This framework includes TSP algorithm
(to obtain the order of jobs), the Job Shop Problem algorithm (to obtain the order of tasks
within the jobs) and possibly Convex Hull algorithm (to differentiate the interior jobs from
the exterior jobs).
3.2 Significance of the Study
Upon study and research of several articles on construction scheduling through a
period of two years, it is understood that the scheduling of jobs/tasks in a construction
project are still carried out manually. This implies the need of an expert system that could
automate the process of scheduling in construction. An expert system could also help in
the decision-making process while scheduling. My research study focuses on this
overlooked part of how expert systems could help construction engineers and students in
decision-making process of construction scheduling.
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CHAPTER IV - DEVELOPMENTAL OVERVIEW OF THE CONSTRUCTION
SCHEDULING DECISION SUPPORT EXPERT SYSTEM
The development of a computational framework for a construction scheduling web-based
expert system consisted of multiple applications and programming languages.
4.1 Applications used to develop the Construction Scheduling expert system
BIM Revit: Building Information Modeling (BIM) software application known as
Revit is used to design 3D construction models for this project. Revit Architecture is a
robust architectural design and documentation software application created by Autodesk
for architects and building professionals [6]. The tools and features that make up Revit
Architecture are specifically designed to support building information modeling (BIM)
workflows.
Dynamo: It is an open source visual programming extension for Revit developed
by Autodesk that allows users to control the data, shape the geometry, explore design
options, create links between multiple applications and also automate certain processes.
Dynamo is a plug in for Revit that can be used to determine the properties of each model
in the project. Dynamo extends BIM with the data and logic environment of a graphical
algorithm editor. It can also work as a stand-alone application [6]. Dynamo provides users
the ability to visually script behavior and script using different textual programming
languages. Dynamo will let the users work within a visual programming platform where
the elements/nodes are connected in a manner to describe the relation between the nodes
and show the sequence of actions. It allows the users to access the external libraries along
with its own. It is a flexible and extensible designing tool [14]. The Dynamo plug-in can
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be accessed in Revit through the ‘Manage’ tab. When Dynamo plug-in is initiated from
Revit, it automatically connects to the active project.
Navisworks: An Autodesk BIM software that is used primarily in construction
industries to complement the 3D design packages. Navisworks allows users to open and
combine 3D models and navigate through them in real-time. The test case models from
Revit are exported to Navisworks (.nwc extension). These exported models are then opened
in Navisworks for a 3D visual of the scheduling process.
JESS Expert System: JESS is a rule engine and scripting environment written
entirely in Oracle's Java language developed by Sandia National Laboratories [23]. JESS
uses an enhanced version of the Rete algorithm to process its rules [7]. An expert system
is developed in JESS (a rule-based engine) to calculate the distance matrix and implements
the TSP algorithm to produce a sequence of jobs.
The Rete algorithm is a pattern-matching algorithm for implementing production
rule systems. Rete algorithm is a very efficient mechanism for solving the difficult manyto-many matching problem [23]. This algorithm has become a base for many rule engines.
Rete algorithm is used to determine which of the system's rules should fire based on its
data store. The Rete Algorithm is intended to improve the speed of forward-chained rule
systems by limiting the effort required to re-compute the conflict set after a rule is fired
[23]. Its drawback is that it has high memory space requirements. The Rete algorithm is
implemented by building a network of nodes, each of which represents one or more tests
found on a rule’s left-hand side (LHS). Facts that are being added to or removed from the
working memory are processed by this network of nodes. At the bottom of the network are
nodes representing individual rules. When a set of facts filters all the way down to the
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bottom of the network and has passed all the tests on the LHS of a particular rule, that rule
gets activated [23]. The associated rule may have its right-hand side (RHS) executed if the
activation is not invalidated first by the removal of one or more facts from its activation
set. Rete eliminates the possibility of any duplicity of the solution by node sharing method.
The Rete network is constructed when you compile the rules only once when you start that
class and then shared across all requests [11].
There are other rule-based languages such as awk [4], Drools [9], CLIPS [15],
OPS5 [9]. However, every language has its limitations such as being able to process only
text files like awk [2], some rule-based languages like Drools are only web based and
business oriented [15]
A typical rule-based engine has a fixed set of rules while the working memory
changes constantly. But in most rule-based engines, working memory is fixed from one
rule operation to the next rule operation [20]. Though new facts are collected and old ones
are removed continuously, the percentage of facts that change per unit time is generally
small. Hence, the implementation of a rule engine becomes very inefficient [20]. This
implementation requires keeping a list of the rules and continuously cycling through the
list, checking each rule’s left-hand-side (LHS) against the working memory and executing
the right-hand-side (RHS) of any rules that apply. This is inefficient because most of the
tests made on each cycle will have the same results as on the previous cycle. This is a ‘rules
finding facts’ approach and its computational complexity is of the order of O(RFP), where
R is the number of rules, P is the average number of patterns per rule LHS, and F is the
number of facts in the working memory [26]. This escalates dramatically as the number of
patterns per rule increases [26]. Since JESS uses the Rete algorithm, the inefficiency
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described above is lessened by remembering past test results across iterations of the rule
loop. Only new facts are tested against any rule in LHSs, to which they are most likely to
be relevant [20]. As a result, the computational complexity per iteration drops to something
more like O(RFP), or linear in the size of working memory [20]. This use of Rete algorithm
by JESS makes it a more efficient rule engine when compared to the others described
above.
In this project, the centroids (nodes) of each and every object in the model
developed in Revit are extracted. We need to find the optimal (i.e., minimum total cost)
sequence of visits to the centroids, such that no centroid is visited more than once. And, so
is the objective of the Travelling Salesman Problem. It is to find the shortest possible path
from start point to the end point, visiting each and every point exactly once until it returns
to the starting point. This is a routing optimization problem. There are numerous techniques
and algorithms to approximate the solution of travelling salesman problem, and a few are:
•

Dijkastra’s algorithm is a graph search algorithm that solves the single-source
optimal path problem for a graph with nonnegative edge path costs, producing an
optimal shortest path tree. But when the network is large, then it becomes inefficient
since a lot of computations need to be repeated. The major disadvantage of the
algorithm is the fact that it does a blind search, thereby consuming a lot of time
waste of necessary resources. Another disadvantage is that it cannot handle
negative edges [23, 54].

•

Bellman-Ford algorithm is a graph search algorithm that finds the shortest path
between a given source vertex and all other vertices in the graph. This algorithm
can be used on both weighted and unweighted graphs. Like Dijkstra's shortest path
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algorithm, the Bellman-Ford algorithm is guaranteed to find the shortest path in a
graph. Though it is slower than Dijkstra's algorithm, Bellman-Ford is capable of
handling graphs that contain negative edge weights, so it is more versatile. It is
worth noting that if there exists a negative cycle in the graph, then there is no
shortest path. Going around the negative cycle an infinite number of times would
continue to decrease the cost of the path (even though the path length is increasing)
[28].
•

A greedy algorithm is a method for finding an optimal solution to some problem
involving a large, homogeneous data structure (such as an array, a tree, or a graph)
by starting from an optimal solution to some component or small part of the data
structure and extending it, by considering additional components of the data
structure one by one, to an optimal global solution [18].

•

Floyd-Warshall algorithm is a shortest path algorithm for graphs. Like the
Bellman-Ford algorithm or the Dijkstra's algorithm, it computes the shortest path
in a graph. However, Bellman-Ford and Dijkstra are both single-source, shortestpath algorithms. This means they only compute the shortest path from a single
source. Floyd-Warshall, on the other hand, computes the shortest distances between
every pair of vertices in the input graph [7].

•

Simulated Annealing is one of an effective method of finding a good solution for
an optimization problem that is bound constrained. Traveling salesman problem
can be good example to approximated using this optimization technique. It is used
for optimization problems where finding an approximate optimum solution is more
important than finding a precise solution in a fixed amount of time [67].
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•

A* is an extension of Dijkstra's algorithm with some characteristics of greedy
breadth-first search (BFS) that can use a heuristic to guide itself. It is a technique
used in path-finding and graph traversals [15]. The heuristic used to evaluate
distances in A* is: f(n) = g(n) + h(n)
where g(n) represents the exact cost of the path from the starting
point to any vertex n,
h(n) represents the heuristic estimated cost from vertex n to the goal

•

Genetic algorithm is a method for solving both constrained and unconstrained
optimization problems based on the theory of natural selection. Genetic algorithms
are exceptional for searching through large and complex data sets. A genetic
algorithm differs from a classical, derivative-based, optimization algorithm in two
ways [45]:
1. A genetic algorithm generates a population of points in each iteration,
whereas a classical algorithm generates a single point at each iteration.
2. A genetic algorithm selects the next population by computation using
random number generators, whereas a classical algorithm selects the next
point by deterministic computation [45].

Since my initial test case size is small and have a smaller number of centroids, I
attempted to approximate the solution of shortest path for my research models by using
hill-climbing algorithm, since it is the best approximate algorithm for TSP in practice. This
algorithm is considered one of the simplest procedures for implementing a heuristic search.
Hill climbing is the idea that if you are trying to find the top of the hill then you must go
in upward direction from where you are [14, 29]. This heuristic combines the advantages
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of both depth-first and breadth-first searches into a single method. Combining the two
searches in a single path enables to switch paths whenever some competing path looks
more promising than the current one. The HC algorithm may not find the optimal solution
to the problem. However, it will give a good solution in reasonable time. A simple HC
algorithm has three simple steps as stated in [14, 29]:
Step 1: Evaluate the initial state. If it is a state that satisfies the goal condition (local or
global maximum), then stop and return success. Otherwise, make initial state as current
state.
Step 2: Loop until the solution state is found or there are no new operators present,
which can be applied to current state.
a) Select an operator that is not applied to the current state and apply it to produce a
new state.
b) Perform these to evaluate new state
i.

If the current state is a goal state, then stop and return success.

ii.

If it is better than the current state, then make it current state

iii.

If it is not better than the current state, then go to step 2.

Step 3: Exit.
Implement a genetic algorithm to approximate the shortest path for the more complex
test cases, with large number of centroids, may yield better results.
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4.2 Methodology to develop the construction scheduling decision support expert
system
The research of developing a web-based expert system for construction scheduling
is a step-by-step approach. The 3D Revit models are acquired, and the required data is
extracted from them using the Dynamo plug in Revit. This extracted data contains
centroids, model IDs, model types, model categories and learning files for the expert
system. Of all the data files that are extracted from Dynamo, certain files (centroids,
distance between the centroids) are passed on as the input to the TSP program developed
in JESS to obtain a generalized schedule of jobs to be performed. Then, this schedule,
expert knowledge that links the jobs to machines (learning files) and, the construction
divisions will be given as input to the Job Shop Problem algorithm.

Figure 3 Final framework to obtain the construction scheduling sequence
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4.2.1 Designing the test cases Revit models
The test cases for this research are designed in a Building Information Modeling
software (Revit). Revit Architecture is a robust architectural design and documentation
software application created by Autodesk for architects and building professionals [6]. The
tools and features that make up Revit Architecture are specifically designed to support
building information modeling (BIM) workflows. BIM is a digital representation of
physical and functional characteristics of a facility/project. [11]. Test case 1 consists of
three rooms with two mid walls; test case 2 has three rooms and two mid walls with a small
closet and test case 3 was six rooms with one having a middle wall (as shown in figure 4).
The walls were denoted using cardinal directions. So, the wall facing west was denoted as
West Wall (WW), the wall facing north was denoted as North Wall (NW), etc. The middle
walls were denoted as Middle Wall (MW) and in the cases where multiple walls facing in
one direction a sequential number was added (i.e: MW1 and MW2 in case 1).

Figure 4 Test Cases for Experiment

Figure 5 3D model of a Test Case
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Development of the scheduling decision support expert system required coding in
three different platforms: 1- Dynamo, 2- JESS, 3 - Python. The code developed in the
Dynamo platform (Revit plug-in) extracted the centroids of each construction task
(represented as a model) from the Revit models and calculated the distances among all the
construction tasks. The program developed in JESS used the data from the Dynamo
program to prepare a schedule recommendation. The code developed in Python, used the
schedule recommendation from JESS, and provided the optimal time taken to finish the
tasks of all jobs by assigning the tasks to respective machines and following the constraints.
The following is an explanation of the Dynamo code, JESS code and Python code:
4.2.2 Development of code in Dynamo to extract data from the Revit Model
Dynamo code developed for extracting the information from 3D models in Revit
needed enhancements to eliminate plane surfaces that do not have a centroid to reduce the
error percentage in automated scheduling. This Dynamo code of blocks, finds the
information, extracts it, calculates the distances, and saves the required information and
parameters into files of desired location.
Step 1- Extract the Centroid of Each Construction Task/Model: Initial step of this entire
process is finding the centroids of each construction task/model. This block of code marks
the beginning of the entire data collecting process. ‘Select Model Elements’ node is the
starting point for finding the centroids and distances between them. This node lets you
select the model(s) that should be considered to find the centroids (as shown in below figure
6). The ‘Solid.Centroid’ node finds the centroids of selected models. The ‘Watch’ node
displays the output/outcome of the predecessor/connected node.
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Figure 6 Selecting the models and finding the centroids of each construction task/model
Step 2 - Filter Model Type IDs and Model Names: In the next block of code, the node
‘Element.Parameters’ captures the parameters (height, width, type, type ID, etc.) of the
elements. The node ‘String.Contains’, ‘String.StartsWith’ and ‘List.FilterByBoolMask’
help to filter the list and get the required parameters. ‘List.Flatten’ node is used to shorten
and compress the list. As shown below in figure 7, the parameters ‘Type Id’ and ‘Type’
are separated from the initial list of parameters of the elements. Hence, we get the lists of
‘Type’ and the ‘Type Id’ separated from the initial list of element parameters.

Figure 7 Finding various parameters of the construction models
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Step 3 - Extract Model Type ID: Using the ‘String.Remove’ node, we can delete the
unwanted string from the list, in this case the string “Type Id” was eliminated to only save
ID number on the file. As shown below in figure 8, the final data is written into a text file
using ‘CSV.WriteToFile’ node. ‘File path’ node specifies the location of the file.

Figure 8 Saving one of the parameters (Type IDs) to a file
Step 4 - Extract Model Name: ‘String.Remove’ node is used to delete the string “Type” to
only save on the file the model name. Figure 9 shows the step to extract model names and
write the model names into a text file.

Figure 9 Writing the parameter (model names) to a file
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Step 5 - Extract Model Element IDs: As shown in figure 10, ‘Element.Id’ extracts the ID
numbers of the elements in the model.

Figure 10 Extracting element IDs of the models
Step 6 - Eliminating Lines, planes and surfaces without centroids: In this box (shown in
figure 11), the non-solid models are eliminated from the ID list obtained from step 5.
‘String.Contains’ node filters the input based on the filter parameters. ‘String from Object’
node will give the input to the ‘String.Contains’ node. ‘String’ node gives the parameter to
search for in the list. However, before this search is performed, the list obtained in step 1
needs to be cleaned of the null values. The mapped list obtained from a later step (step 7)
is used as the input to clear and filter the null values completely from the list.
‘List.FilterByBoolMask’ node filters the list as required.
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Figure 11 Eliminate non-solids from the ID list
After eliminating, the non-solids form the ID list, the remaining model IDs are written to a
file and saved.

Figure 12 Write model IDs to a file
Step 7 - Clearing any Null values from Centroid List: In this box, the null values are
eliminated from the list of centroids without changing the number of values in the list.
‘List.Clean’ node cleans all the null values from the list and returns an empty list.
‘List.Map’ node helps to delete the sub lists and maps the list values that are not null to
their original list number. The mapped list obtained from this step is used as the input for
step 6 to search and delete all the null values from the list.
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Figure 13 Remove null values from the list
Step 8 - Eliminate the NON-Solids From the centroid List: In this step, we eliminate the
non-solid (non-3D) models from the list of the centroids attained from step 1. However,
the centroid list has to be first cleaned off all the null values and mapped to the list numbers.

Figure 14 Eliminate the non-solids (null values) from the centroid list
Step 9 - Extract Number of Models in a Project: As shown below in figure 15, the
‘List.Count’ node helps to count the total number of models that were selected in step 1.
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Then the output is written using the ‘CSV.WriteToFile’ node and saved to a file as specified
in the path given in ‘File path’ node.

Figure 15 Write number of models into a file
Step 10 - Create all Possible Combinations of the Models to Calculate Distances: Once all
the null values and non-solids are removed from the centroid list and mapped to the original
list numbering, we need to create a centroid combination pair between all the centroids to
calculate distances between them. In the below figure 16, ‘List.Combinations’ creates all
possible lists of centroid combinations for the models to calculate the distances between
each pair of centroids.

Figure 16 Centroid combinations to calculate distance
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Step 11 - Flatten Combination List to get it ready to calculate distance: The centroid
combinations are flattened into one single list to ease the distance calculation between them
and remove any redundancies. Figure 17 shows the flattened list.

Figure 17 Flatten the centroid combination list
Step 12 - Off set the list by one object to calculate the distance between objects: As shown
below in figure 18, the fist centroid is offset from the list of combinations to calculate the
distances between the remaining centroids.

Figure 18 Offset first centroid to calculate the distances
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Step 13 - Calculate distance between combinations of centroids: As seen in below figure
19, the node ‘Geometry.DistanceTo’ calculates the distances between the centroids that
were calculated earlier.

Figure 19 Distance between the centroids (includes duplicates)
Step 14 - Eliminate the distance duplication and generate Final Distance Matrix between
Objects: ‘List.Slice’ node helps to delete the redundant/duplicate values. ‘Math.Round’
node can round up the values to a certain decimal place depending on number mentioned
in the ‘Number’ node that is attached to the ‘digits’ part of ‘Math.Round’ node. So, the
calculated distances between the centroids of all the models are rounded up to two decimal
places.
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Figure 20 Calculating centroid distances and reducing them to two decimals
The round up values are written and saved into a file. (As shown in figure 21)

Figure 21 Write the centroids distance list to a file
Figure 22 shows the overall picture of the Dynamo code developed to extract the
data from Revit models, and eleminate the unncessary elements to process and generate
distance matrix.
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Figure 22 Full view of Dynamo Code to Generate Distance Matrix for Expert System
4.3 Development Overview of the Scheduling Decision Support Expert System in
JESS
The Scheduling Decision Support Expert System is developed based on the
Travelling Salesman Problem. The TSP was approximated in JESS language implementing
functions and rules using the hill-climbing algorithm. It is important to remember that the
TSP problem consists of finding a path that passes through a set of cities, in such a way
that it must begin and end in the same city and should not visit a city more than once. The
activities represented by 3D models in the BIM will take the place of the cities and the
schedule will take the place of the path. In construction projects, several kinds of equipment
(bulldozers, cranes, heavy lift vehicles etc) need to be transported around the project site
for completion of various tasks, which could be expensive and time consuming. Hence, it
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is important to approximate TSP and use the generated optimal path to know how the
equipment can be navigated/transported while saving cost and time. Below is the detailed
explanation of different sections of the JESS code.
The templates ‘deftemplate solution’ and ‘deftemplate mat-dist’ are used to define
the distance matrix and the solution. These templates are multi-slot templates, so they can
hold a list of values. The ‘deftemplate solution’ has three slots, the solution path, the cost,
and a slot that will be used to control the search. Figure 23 shows the JESS code for the
two templates. Here ‘path’ corresponds to the sequence of the cities/models of the solution,
‘cost’ corresponds to the total distance of the solution, ‘desc’ corresponds to 'n' for best
solution.

Figure 23 Templates for Solution Path and Distance between Cities
The function ‘deffunction dist’ is used to assign the number of cities and the
distance between the cities. Since the number of nodes and distance between the nodes
might not be constant, the values are given in the form on a matrix. Bind function is used
to allot the initial values to the variables. ‘(?loopmax)’ is used so the system can evaluate
the distances between every possible city. This function transforms the indices to get the
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correct position in the list representing the distance matrix. Figure 24 shows the JESS code
for this function. This function calculates/locates the distance between two cities from the
distance matrix. The inputs are: i is the first city, j is the second city, nciu is the total number
of cities in the list, m is a list that contains the distance matrix between cities. The output
will be the distance between the two cities.

Figure 24 Function to Calculate Distance between Cities
Below figure illustrates the function ‘deffunction cost’, which is used to calculate
the accumulating distance from one city to another. This function goes through the list
representing the path accumulating the distances. We find the cost/distance of a solution.
This function calculates the path accumulating distances. The inputs given are: s (number
of cities/models), m (list of the distances between the cities/models). The output generated
would be: c (a number with the total distance between cities using the order of cities in s
and the distances in m)
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Figure 25 Function to Calculate Accumulated Distance between Cities
The function ‘deffunctionload_number_of_models’ is used to assign the number of
models.

bind

is

used

to

allot

the

value(s)

to

the

variable

?location_of_file_with_nukmber_of_models. As seen in the below figure, the location of
the file is given within the double quotes to indicate it is a file at the specified location.

Figure 26 Load number of models to the system
In JESS, it is a three-line code to access and open, read or write and close a file
saved at a specific location. The code in below figure 27 shows the file specified at above
location is opened, ‘readline’ functions helps to the read the content of the file and ‘close’
command closes the file. ‘assert’ function assigns the value in the file to the variable ‘nummodels’.

Figure 27 Write the number of models to a file
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As shown below in figure 28, the ‘deffunction convert_distance_file’ is used to the
load the number of models, the distances between the centroids, and the distance matrix
into the program.

Figure 28 Load models, centroid distances and distance matrix
The data in the file should be in certain format (syntax) for JESS to read the content
of it. Hence, the file needs to be opened, modified and closed with JESS commands. The
first step would be to read the number of models saved in the file with number of models.
Next, to open the file with distance matrix and write ‘(bind ?m (create$’ in the file and
close it. The final step would be to open the distance matrix file again and append it. The
centroid values from the dynamo file are written in to the distance matrix file and the file
is closed. Figure 29 illustrates these steps.

Figure 29 Append the file to JESS syntax
The code in the below figure 30, shows the loop that is to be executed to calculate
the number of the values to be present in the distance matrix based on the number of
models.
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Figure 30 Loop to define the distance matrix
‘defrule init’ initializes the search. This rule will only run once at the beginning. It
is responsible for creating the list representing the distance matrix for the n cities. It will
present the initial solution that will visit the cities in sequential order.

Figure 31 Rule to initialize the search
For every iteration, all possible city interchanges are generated and the best one is
kept. To determine all possible exchanges the JESS inference engine was used to perform
the calculations itself. Only an auxiliary fact is needed to control the generation of
combinations. This fact was called ‘pos’ and there are as many facts as positions and each
one has one of the possible values. To generate all pairs, we merely needed a condition like
‘(pos ?i) (pos ?j)’. The constraint ‘(pos ?i) (pos ?j&:(> ?j ?i))’ was added so that the pairs
are not duplicated. The algorithm will stop when from the current solution no better
solution can be generated as shown in figure 32 below. This algorithm works based on the
following three steps:
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1. Initializing the search by creating an initial solution.
2. Generating all the descendants by swapping the cities.
3. Choosing the best city and updating the solution or stopping if there is no new
solution.
In the below code, the content of the Distance Matrix in the variable ?m is converted
to a fact of the multislot model-dist. This part of code creates the facts "pos" of the first run
with the position 1 through the number of cities/models.

Figure 32 Distance Value Insert and Swap in the Expert System
The rule in the Figure performs the generation of each solution iteration. It
instantiates the rule to create a solution that will later be compare against the best solution
already obtained.
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Figure 33 Expert System Solution Finder
After finding a solution, it must be compared against the best solution already
obtained. Therefore, the rule showed in figure 34 compares the newfound solution against
the best solution that the expert system has. This comparing rule has a ‘(declare (salience
-10))’ to give it a lower priority than the rule that finds the solutions (shown in figure 34).
This tells the expert system to execute the solution comparison after each solution is found.

Figure 34 Rule comparing the best-known solution to the new solution
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The main goal is to find a solution that has the minimum cost and that has a cost
better than the current solution. After all possible solutions have been determined; the
optimal solution (shortest path) is presented by the rule shown in figure 35. This rule has
a very low salience number which make it wait until all other rules of the expert system
have been applied and completed.

Figure 35 Rule that shows most optimal solution
The rule below in figure 36 defines the code for final output. This rule will be
executed at the very end since it has the least salience. This is the rule to print the best
solution ?s that have least cost/distance ?c and save it to a file. This rule is given a lower
salience number to make the rule executed in the very end. Thus, this is the last rule
executed in this program

Figure 36 Assign the files to the variables and order to the rule
The below lines of code in figure 37, reads the names of models and their unique
model IDs.

Figure 37 Reads model names and their model IDs
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As shown in figure 38, the number of models in the project are read from this part
of the program.

Figure 38 Read number of models in the project
The lines of code in figure 39 shows the model names and their unique model IDs
being matched before saved to a file.

Figure 39 Matches model names with their unique model IDs
The below line of codes open an excel file and write the following information in
to the cells. And then, it goes through the complete list of jobs and link the name of the
model with the respective model number in the order of the best solution. It also displays
the date and time scheduled for that particular job.

Figure 40 Link name and model number in the order of the best solution
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The figure 41 below shows the code to save the best found solution to a text file,
that will later be accessed by the Python code to schedule and sequence the tasks.

Figure 41 Write the best solution found to a text file.
The below code loads total number of models to before finding the optimal schedule.

Figure 42 Loading number of models
4.4 Development Overview of the Scheduling Decision Support Expert System in
Python incorporating Job Shop Scheduling algorithm
The main objective of the job shop problem algorithm is to minimize the total time
taken from the start of first task of the first job until the end time of the final task of last
job. Following is the brief explanation of the Python code used as part of this research.
Majority of the code is obtained from the Job Shop Problem developed by Google
developers, and was edited and modified as per the requirements of this research. In the
initial step, the required OR-Tools are imported, and the model of the problem is defined.
The below figure 43 shows the lines of code to import the Python wrapper and solver from
OR-Tools. OR-Tools is an open source software developed for solving optimization
problems [45].
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Figure 43 Import tools and solver & declare the model
In the lines of code shown in figure 44, the data required for the problem to be
solved is defined. First, the number of jobs is defined in the main function, followed by the
machine sequence required for each job. Once the input data is defined, the data is validated
comparing the values given. After validating the input for machines, the system prompts
for processing times inputs.
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Figure 44 Define the data of the problem
Figure 45 shows the lines of code that defines the variables of the problem. For each
individual job and task, this program uses the solver's NewIntVar method to create the
following variables:
•

start_var: Start time of the task.

•

end_var: End time of the task.

The upper bound for start_var and end_var is horizon, the sum of the processing times
for all tasks in all jobs. horizon is sufficiently large to complete all tasks for the following
reason: if you schedule the tasks in non-overlapping time intervals (a non-optimal
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solution), the total length of the schedule is exactly horizon. So the duration of the optimal
solution cannot be any greater than horizon [45].
Next, the program uses the NewIntervalVar method to create an interval variable—
whose value is a variable time interval—for the task [45]. The inputs to NewIntervalVar
are:
•

start_var: Variable for the start time of the task.

•

duration: Length of the time interval for the task.

•

end_var: Variable for the end time of the task.

•

'interval_%i_%i' % (job, task_id)): Name for the interval variable.

Figure 45 Define the variables of the problem
The following lines of code below in figure 46 defines the disjunctive and
conjunctive constarints of the problem. The program uses the solver's AddNoOverlap
method to create the no overlap constraints, which prevent tasks for the same machine from
overlapping in time. Next, the program adds the precedence constraints, which prevent
consecutive tasks for the same job from overlapping in time [45].
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Figure 46 Constraints
The below code in figure 47 defines the objective of the problem. That is, to
minimize the time taken to finish all the tasks of all jobs.

Figure 47 Define the objective
The following code in the below figure 48 declares constraint programming solver and
calls the solver.

Figure 48 Declare the solver
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Figure 49 Displays the result
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Figure 50 Main function
To explain the constraints of the problem, we use the following example. One of
the test case models used for this research has 12 walls but different tasks for each wall
with different processing times. Below figure 51 shows this test case model, which has six
interior wall and six exterior walls. The walls are denoted using cardinal directions. So, the
wall facing west is denoted as West Wall (WW), the wall facing north is denoted as North
Wall (NW), etc. The middle wall is denoted as Middle Wall (MW) and for multiple walls
facing in one direction, a sequential number is added (i.e: SW1, SW2 and SW3). On the
left, the walls are numbered for an easy undesrtanding of the schedule.

Figure 51 Test case model
This model has twelve walls, out of which six walls (4, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10) are
partition/interior walls and six walls (1, 2, 3, 6, 11, and 12) are structural/exterior walls.
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Here, jobs 1, 2, 3, 6, 11, and 12 refer to construction of a structural wall and jobs 4, 5, 7, 8,
9 and 10 refer to construction of a partition wall. Structural wall jobs have 4 specific
sequential tasks to be performed, and partition wall jobs have 3-4 sequential tasks to be
performed. Each task for a job is given by (m, p) where m is the machine number that the
task must be processed on and p is the processing time of that particular task. Below is the
order of jobs and tasks for each job.
job 1 = [(1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 2), (4, 2)]
job 2 = [(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 3), (4, 2)]
job 3 = [(1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 1), (4, 2)]
job 4 = [(1, 3), (2, 2), (5, 2)]
job 5 = [(1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 1), (5, 2)]
job 6 = [(1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 2), (4, 2)]
job 7 = [(1, 1), (2, 2), (5, 1)]
job 8 = [(1, 1), (2, 1), (5, 1)]
job 9 = [(1, 2), (2, 1), (4, 2)]
job 10 = [(1, 1), (3, 1), (4, 2)]
job 11 = [(1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 1), (4,3)]
job 12 = [(1, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1), (4,1)]
In this test case, job 1 has four tasks. The first task, (1, 3), must be performed on machine
1 in 3 units of time. Likewise, the second task, (2, 2), must be performed on machine 2 in
2 units of time and so on and so forth.
For jobs 1, 2, 3, 6, 11 and 12 the tasks are in the sequence of:
Task 1→Task 2→Task 3→Task 4
Task 1 - putting up the wood (front side), to be performed by M1.
Task 2 - providing insulation, to be performed by M2.
Task 3 - doing wiring for the wall, to be performed by M3.
Task 4 - putting up the plywood for the wall (back side), to be performed by M4.
For jobs 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10, there are three or four sequential tasks. Machine 5 is an
assembler for the tasks of interior jobs.
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Let us assume task t (i, j) denotes 𝑗 𝑡ℎ task in the sequence for job i. So, for example
task t (1, 3) denotes the third task for job 1, which corresponds to the pair (3, 2) for job 1
in this problem.
Next, let 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 be the start time for task t (i, j). 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 , is the variable in this problem.
Finding a solution for this problem involves finding the value of this variable that meets
the requirements of the problem.
Conjunctive constraints: For any two consecutive tasks in the same job, the first must be
completed before the second can be started. In the above example, task t (1, 1) and task t
(1, 2) corresponding to the pairs (1, 3) and (3, 2) for job 1 are consecutive tasks for job 1.
Since the processing time for task t (1, 1) is 3, the start time for task t (1, 2) must be at least
3 units of time after task 1 has started. As a result, you get the following constraint:
𝑻𝟏,𝟐 + 2 ≤ 𝑻𝟏,𝟑
Disjunctive constraints: A machine cannot work on two tasks at the same time. For
example, task t (1, 3) and task t (2, 3) are both processed on machine 3. The constraint
depends on which task is scheduled first and which one is scheduled later. Start time T of
the later task will be greater than or equal to the start time T plus the processing time of the
task scheduled prior. Here, since job 1 is scheduled prior to job 2, the following constraint
holds:
𝑻𝟏,𝟑 + 2 ≤ 𝑻𝟐,𝟑
However, if job 2 was scheduled prior to job 1, then the following constraint holds:
𝑻𝟐,𝟑 + 3 ≤ 𝑻𝟏,𝟑
Now, let 𝑃𝑖,𝑗 denote processing time for a task t (i, j). For the task t (1, 2), which corresponds
to pair (2, 2) in job 1, 𝑃𝑖,𝑗 is 2. The end time for task t (i, j) is given by 𝑻𝒊,𝒋 + 𝑷𝒊,𝒋 . Therefore,
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the length of a solution to the job shop problem is the maximum of start time summed with
the processing time of all the tasks. Given as,

max
i = 1 to m
j = 1 to n

𝑻𝒊,𝒋 + 𝑷𝒊,𝒋

i is a job, m is the total number of jobs (m ≥ 1)
j is a task; n is the total number of tasks (n ≥ 1)
𝑻𝒊,𝒋 is the start time for 𝑗 𝑡ℎ task of job i, which is a variable
𝑷𝒊,𝒋 is the processing time for 𝑗 𝑡ℎ task of job i

𝑻𝒊,𝒋 =

𝑻𝒊,𝒋−𝟏 + 𝑷𝒊,𝒋−𝟏 if i = 1
𝑻𝒊−𝟏,𝒋 + 𝑷𝒊−𝟏, 𝒋 if i > 1
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𝑻𝟏,𝟏 = 0 [Base case]

CHAPTER V - RESULTS
The Dynamo code extracts total number of elements, Type IDs, Names and
Element IDs of all the elements in the selected Revit model. It also calculates the distances
between centroids of the elements and creates a list. The Dynamo code developed for
extracting this information from 3D Revit models produces the data required by the TSP
program in JESS to determine the generalized schedule of optimal path.
5.1 TSP schedule for Test cases
Using the data extracted from Dynamo files, the JESS program incorporating TSP
algorithm gave the following schedule my three test cases. Below figure 52 shows the TSP
schedule for test case 1.
NW → EW1 → MW1 → WW → SW → MW2 → EW2

1 →2 → 3 → 4

→ 5 → 6 → 7

Figure 52 TSP schedule for Test Case 1
Below Table 2 Schedule Recommendation and Costs for Test Case 1 by Human Expert 1,
Human Expert 2 and Expert System compares the cost of the schedules provided by two
human experts with the schedule produced by the expert system for the test case 1, which
contains 7 walls (4 exterior & 3 interior).
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Interior
Walls

Exterior
Walls

Table 2 Schedule Recommendation and Costs for Test Case 1 by Human Expert 1,
Human Expert 2 and Expert System
Human
Human
Expert
Wall
Expert 1 Expert 2 System
1
1
SW
5
2
3
EW2
7
3
2
NW
1
4
4
WW
4
EW1
5
5
2
6
6
MW2
6
7
7
MW1
3
Error
51.73
58.3
COST
33.14
The expert system tries to build the Mid Wall (MW) before finishing the exterior walls,
which is considered as an error.
Below figure 53 shows the TSP schedule for test case 2.
MW2 → EW2 → NW1 → SW1 → WW → MW1 → EW1 → SW2 → NW2 → MW2

1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 5 → 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10

Figure 53 TSP schedule for Test case 2
Below Table 3 compares the costs of the schedules provided by two human experts with
the schedule produced by the expert system for the test case 2, which contains 10 walls (4
exterior &6 interior).
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Exterior
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Table 3 Schedule Recommendation and Costs for Test Case 2 by Human Expert 1,
Human Expert 2 and Expert System
Human
Human
Expert
Wall
Expert 1 Expert 2 System
SW 1
1
1
4
EW2
2
3
2
NW1
3
2
3
WW
4
4
5
EW1
5
5
7
SW2
6
6
8
NW2
7
7
9
EW3
8
8
10
MW2
9
9
1
Error
MW1
10
10
6
COST
57.2
63.95
48.28
The expert system started scheduling with the interior wall before finishing the exterior
walls, which is considered error.
Figure 54 below shows the TSP schedule for test case 3.
EW4 → WW → NW1 → MW1 → EW1 → SW1 → SW2 → NW2 → EW3 → MW2 → EW2 → SW3

1 →2 → 3 → 4

→ 5 → 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11 → 12

Figure 54 TSP schedule for Test case 3
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The below Table 4 compares the costs of the schedules provided by two human experts
with the schedule produced by the expert system for the test case 3, which contains 12
walls (6 exterior & 6 interior).

Interior
Walls

Exterior
Walls

Table 4 Schedule Recommendation and Costs for Test Case 3 by Human Expert 1,
Human Expert 2 and Expert System
Human
Human
Wall
Expert System
Expert 1 Expert 2
1
SW 1
4
4
6
EW4
5
6
2
SW3
6
7
3
EW2
3
3
11
Error
NW1
1
1
12
Error
WW
2
2
4
Error
MW1
12
12
5
EW1
7
5
7
SW2
8
9
8
EW3
10
10
9
MW2
11
11
10
NW2
9
8
80.88
93.19
68.27
COST
The expert system’s recommendation jumps to interior walls before finishing the exterior
walls. This is considered as an error in real life construction projects.
5.2 JSP Schedule for Test cases
This

generated

schedule

from

JESS,

human

expert

knowledge

and

machines/processing time information is provided to the Job Shop Problem algorithm
developed using Python programming language. The developed python code is executed
on an open source software, PyCharm. The generalized schedule of jobs obtained from
JESS expert system is saved in the same directory as this Python code in a text (.txt) file
format. When the main function is executed, the program asks for the file name/path of file
containing the jobs to be scheduled. Once the system extracts the order of jobs, it then
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collects the sequence of machines for every individual job, and the processing time for
each individual task of all jobs. Once all the required input values are provided, as seen in
figure 55, the system computes the optimal schedule for machines to finish all the assigned
tasks within the given timeframe. The system also provides the time intervals of all tasks
for each machine (figure 56). For test case1, the optimal schedule length is 20.

Figure 55 Machine sequence and Process times

Figure 56 Optimal Schedule and Length of solution
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For test case 2, the optimal schedule length is 26 (figure 58).

Figure 57 Machine Sequence and Process times

Figure 58 Optimal Schedule and Length of solution
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For test case 3, the optimal schedule length is 30 (figure 60).

Figure 59 Machine Sequence and Process times

Figure 60 Optimal Schedule and Length of solution
Below, Table 5 shows the comparison of completion times to compute the optimal schedule
length by JSP solver and an alternative MILP (Mixed-Integer Linear Programming) solver
CPLEX (run on the NEOS server [44]). The MILP model is adopted from [47], which can
only produce approximate solutions to our JSP instances, since it assumes that all jobs must
pass through all machines in sequence; i.e., even if it can skip a machine, it is assumed to
pass through that machine spending 0 time in its queue. However, if the machine happens
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to be busy at that time serving another job, then the pass-through job has to wait, yielding
a (possibly) worse solution than our JSP solver. Both the MILP model (written in AMPL--a mathematical optimization programming language [49]) and the CPLEX solutions from
NEOS are included in the Appendix.
Table 5 Comparison of completions times by JSP solver and CPLEX
Test Cases JSP Solver
CPLEX
20
21
Test case 1
26
29
Test case 2
30
31
Test case 3
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CHAPTER VI - CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
By analyzing the results from test cases, I can conclude that my computational
framework consisting of JESS expert system incorporated with TSP algorithm, combined
with JSP algorithm can help in automating and expediting the process of construction
scheduling. This framework can save a considerable amount of time and resources.
However, there are certain limitations to this framework. One of the limitations is,
according to the construction industry human experts, outer/exterior walls must be
scheduled prior to interior walls. My expert system schedules interior walls before the
exterior walls in certain cases, which is considered an error. One potential approach to
solve this limitation might work as follows: first identify the convex hull of the model/wall
coordinates, and then identify the models/walls that touch this convex hull. Such walls
could be called the exterior walls, and rest of the walls the interior walls. Although this
heuristic may not be accurate in certain cases, it might work very well in practice in
distinguishing the exterior walls from the interior walls. Once this distinction has been
made, my TSP solver can be applied separately to the two types of walls, and the schedule
of the exterior walls can precede that of the interior walls. In order to ensure that the
distance between the last exterior wall and the first interior wall does not adversely impact
the overall solution quality, an additional constraint might be applied to the Hill Climbing
algorithm that ensures that the first interior wall for the second run of the TSP solver is the
closest neighbor of the last exterior wall returned from the first call of the TSP solver.
Experts in the construction field have identified an alternative optimization
objective for the Job Shop problem. This objective seeks to minimize the interference
among the machines (e.g., carpenter, electrician, etc.), such that when one machine is active
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at a job site (wall), no other machine is allowed to be active within a certain distance.
Currently, my framework aims at keeping the total makespan of the jobs to a minimum,
the traditional objective for JSP. Due to this, all the machines perform their tasks
immediately one after the other without any excessive wait time. But this could cause a
problem in real life construction projects. For example, if two different machines (carpenter
& electrician) are working on adjacent jobs, there could be interruptions caused by the
workspace interference. This could eventually delay the work of machines. And, in real
life construction projects, an electrician is called into work on his tasks only after the
carpenter finishes all his tasks. This limitation could possibly be solved by adding a
constraint in the Job Shop Problem to let one machine finish its task on all the jobs before
the next machine starts working on its tasks. This will increase the total makespan of the
jobs, but it will address one of the main requirements that is important in the construction
field.
Among other limitations, certain input steps, like providing the machine sequence
for jobs and processing times for machines to the JSP algorithm, is still partly a manual
process. Automating this input process could really advance the functionality of this expert
system.
Further research into adding the above-mentioned constraints to the algorithms and
automating the input process could make this framework exceptionally helpful to
construction engineers by increasing the efficiency of their schedules and reducing the time
taken to prepare these schedules.
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APPENDIX
Alternate solutions of job shop problem implementation for my test cases gives a lengthier
solution. For test cast 1, the length of the solution obtained here is 21, on contrary to my
program’s solution 20.
# SETS
param n;
param m;
set I := 1..n;
set K := 1..m;
# PARAMETERS
param p{i in I, k in K}, >=0;
param d{i in I}, >=0;
param bigM := max{i in I}(d[i]);
param y{i in I, j in I, k in K}, binary;
# VARIABLES
var t{i in I, k in K}, >=0;
#var y{i in I, j in I, k in K}, binary;
var eta, >=0;
# OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
minimize makespan: eta;
# CONSTRAINTS
subject to eta_max{i in I}:
eta >= t[i,m] + p[i,m];
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subject to deadline{i in I}:
t[i,m] + p[i,m] <= d[i];
subject to disjunction_1{i in I, j in I, k in K: i<j}:
t[i,k] + p[i,k] <= t[j,k] + bigM*(1-y[i,j,k]);
subject to disjunction_2{i in I, j in I, k in K: i<j}:
t[j,k] + p[j,k] <= t[i,k] + bigM*y[i,j,k];
subject to sequence{i in I, k in (K diff {m})}:
t[i,k] + p[i,k] <= t[i,k+1];
Solution:
t[i,k] t[i,k] + p[i,k] =
11
12
13
14
15
21
22
23
24
25
31
32
33
34
35
41
42
43
44
45
51
52
53
54
55

5
7
10
11
13
7
10
12
13
14
0
2
3
5
5
2
4
6
7
8
11
14
17
19
19

7
10
11
13
14
8
12
12
14
16
2
3
5
5
6
4
6
7
8
11
13
14
19
19
21
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61
62
63
64
65
71
72
73
74
75
;

4
6
7
8
11
8
12
14
17
19

5
6
8
10
13
11
14
17
19
19

t[i,k] [*,*] (tr)
: 1 2 3
1 5 7 10
2 7 10 12
3 0 2 3
4 2 4 6
5 11 14 17
6 4 6 7
7 8 12 14

4 5 =
11 13
13 14
5 5
7 8
19 19
8 11
17 19

For test case 2, the length of the solution obtained here is 29, on contrary to my program’s
solution 26.
t[i,k] t[i,k] + p[i,k] =
11 3
5
12 5
6
13 8
10
1 4 10
13
1 5 13
14
21 2
3
22 3
5
23 5
8
24 8
8
25 9
10
31 8
10
3 2 10
11
3 3 11
11
3 4 14
17
3 5 17
18
4 1 11
13
4 2 13
13
4 3 13
13
4 4 18
20
74

45
51
52
53
54
55
61
62
63
64
65
71
72
73
74
75
81
82
83
84
85
91
92
93
94
95
10 1
10 2
10 3
10 4
10 5

20
13
15
16
20
22
5
8
10
13
14
10
11
11
17
18
17
20
22
25
27
0
2
3
5
6
15
17
20
22
25

22
15
16
18
21
22
8
9
10
14
17
11
11
12
18
20
19
20
22
27
29
2
3
5
6
9
17
20
22
25
26

t[i,k] [*,*] (tr)
: 1 2 3 4 5 =
1 3 5 8 10 13
2 2 3 5 8 9
3 8 10 11 14 17
4 11 13 13 18 20
5 13 15 16 20 22
6 5 8 10 13 14
7 10 11 11 17 18
8 17 20 22 25 27
9 0 2 3 5 6
10 15 17 20 22 25
75

: t[i,m] + p[i,m] d[i]
1
14
500
2
10
500
3
18
500
4
22
500
5
22
500
6
17
500
7
20
500
8
29
500
9
9
500
10
26
500

:=

For test case 3, the length of the solution obtained here is 31, on contrary to my program’s
solution 30.
t[i,k] t[i,k] + p[i,k]
1 1 0
3
1 2 3
5
1 3 5
7
1 4 7
9
1 5 9
9
2 1 13
15
2 2 15
18
2 3 18
21
2 4 21
23
2 5 23
23
3 1 3
5
3 2 5
6
3 3 7
8
3 4 9
11
3 5 11
11
4 1 8
11
4 2 11
13
4 3 13
13
4 4 14
14
4 5 14
16
5 1 11
13
5 2 13
14
5 3 14
15
5 4 15
15
5 5 16
18
6 1 5
8
6 2 8
10
6 3 10
12
6 4 12
14

=
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6 5 14
14
7 1 16
17
7 2 19
21
7 3 21
21
7 4 23
23
7 5 24
25
8 1 15
16
8 2 18
19
8 3 21
21
8 4 23
23
8 5 23
24
9 1 17
19
9 2 21
22
9 3 22
22
9 4 23
25
9 5 25
25
10 1 19
20
10 2 22
22
10 3 22
23
10 4 25
27
10 5 27
27
11 1 20
22
11 2 22
23
11 3 23
24
11 4 27
30
11 5 30
30
12 1 22
24
12 2 24
26
12 3 26
27
12 4 30
31
12 5 31
31
t[i,k] [*,*] (tr)
: 1 2 3 4 5 =
1 0 3 5 7 9
2 13 15 18 21 23
3 3 5 7 9 11
4 8 11 13 14 14
5 11 13 14 15 16
6 5 8 10 12 14
7 16 19 21 23 24
8 15 18 21 23 23
9 17 21 22 23 25
10 19 22 22 25 27
11 20 22 23 27 30
12 22 24 26 30 31
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t[i,m] + p[i,m]
1
9
2
23
3
11
4
16
5
18
6
14
7
25
8
24
9
25
10
27
11
30
12
31

d[i] =
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
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